Jet Product Listing Reference Guide
The “Must Knows” of Jet’s Product Data Review Process

Jet’s Unified Product Catalog
Jet.com uses a unique, product-oriented catalog where each product is given
only one unique listing. To provide Jet Members the most economic value, the
retailer fulfilling an order is not determined until check out. Because of this, a
single product listing could be fulfilled by a variety of different retailers.
Jet curates each product listing using the best quality data provided by the
retailers that fulfill each product. In other words, the product title could come
from Retailer A, but the description and image could come from Retailer B. To
ensure that all products on the site are accurately represented, this catalog
curation process involves several data checks before a product can go live on the
Jet site.

The ABC’s of Getting Your SKUs Reviewed
The success of the unified product catalog relies upon accurate and thorough data
from our retail partners. To speed up the review of your products, providing
accurate data is key! If nothing else, please ensure that:
A. All information you provide represents the same product (e.g. Title, UPC,
Description, Image, etc. all match)
B. The information you provide is about the product and isn’t retailer
specific (e.g. No sales information like special promotions or shipping
times or branding on images)
C. If you cannot provide accurate or thorough data for your product, do not
use fake or filler data (e.g. “No Brand” for the Product’s Brand). A rule

of thumb: It is much better to provide no data than
inaccurate or fake data.
Outlined below you can find a list of helpful DO’s and DO NOT’s on some of the
most important sections of the product catalog. Following these guidelines will
ensure that your data is properly & accurately reviewed.*

*

For more information, please review our Jet Retailer Agreement & Policies

The DO’s and DO NOT’s
Your Product Listing on Jet
Below is the layout of a typical listing on Jet. Follow the map to understand the
importance of providing accurate and thorough product data to ensure the best
experience for the Jet Members.

When You Provide Product Data to Jet…

Have any additional questions about Jet’s Unified Product Catalog or Product
Listings?
Check out our FAQ Help Center, give us a call at 1-844-JET-SELL or send us a
request.

